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INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there are only finitely many realizations of a given 
finite group A as a Galois group of a field extension N of a given algebraic 
number field K with prescribed discriminant over K. It is natural to ask for 
a refinement in which the realizations are completely characterized by some 
stronger invariant than the discriminant. To this end we consider in this 
paper the strongest possible “ramification invariant.” Then we give, if A is 
abelian, for tame realizations a description of this invariant which involves 2, 
the ring of all integral adeles in 0, an algebraic closure of Q. This allows us 
to pass from local to global: replacing 2 by 2, the ring of all algebraic 
integers in 0, one gets a new, global invariant. In a future paper we will 
prove that, if K is totally real and A is abelian of odd order, then the tame 
realizations of A over K are indeed characterized by this new invariant (see 
[B2 1). In this paper we determine what precisely the “Z-invariant” 
measures more than the “A-invariant”: it turns out to be the Galois module 
structure of the realization, that is, the isomorphism class of oN, the ring 
of algebraic integers in N, as a module over the group ring o,A of A over 
oK. In the past twenty years this structure has been the subject of extensive 
research (see, for example, Friihlich’s book [F]). 
1. RAMIFICATION, UNIT EQUIVALENCE, GALOIS MODULE STRUCTURE, 
AND THEIR CONNECTION 
Let K be a number field and let A be a finite abelian group. An extension 
F/E of number fields is called tame if for each finite prime of E which 
ramifies in F, the ramification index is not divisible by the residual charac- 
teristic. A tame realization of A over K is defined to be a pair (n/r, 4) con- 
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sisting of a tame Galois extension M of K together with an isomorphism 
from the Galois group Gal(M/K) to A. There are infinitely many of them. 
But there are only finitely many of them with prescribed discriminant over 
K. In order to make the finite numbers thus arising smaller we consider, to 
begin with, the following very strict concept of “ramification,” which is due 
to S. M. J. Wilson. (We only consider ramification at the finite primes.) 
(1.1) DEFINITION. We will say that two tame realizations (M, 4) and 
(N, $) of A over K have the same ramification if they become isomorphic 
under a suitable unramitied base field extension L of K of finite degree, in 
the following sense: the tensor products L OK A4 and LOX N are 
isomorphic as L-A-algebras; that is, there is an isomorphism of L-algebras 
from L OK M to L OK N which preserves A-action. 
Later we will give another, equivalent definition (see Lemma 3.1) from 
which the following two facts will be apparent. 
(1.2) It does not make any difference if one adds to the definition in (1.1) 
the requirement that L is contained in MN, the composite field of M and N. 
(1.3) If two realizations of A over K have the same ramification, then 
they have the same discriminant over K. 
(1.4) Remarks. The converse of (1.3) does not hold; “having the same 
ramification” is in general a finer equivalence relation than “having the 
same discriminant.” But of course even the strict concept of ramification 
defined in (1.1) does not usually characterize the tame realizations of A 
over K completely. For example, if (M, 4) is a realization of A over K with 
M/K unramified, then the realizations of A over K with the same ramifica- 
tion as (A4, 4) are precisely the realizations (N, II/) of A over K with N/K 
unramified; therefore, by Galois theory and by class field theory, these 
realizations correspond to surjective homomorphisms from Cl,+, the 
narrow ideal class group of K, to A; there can of course be many of these. 
Therefore we look for an even finer equivalence relation on the set of tame 
realizations of A over K. To this end we are going to formulate a proposi- 
tion which will suggest immediately a further refinement of our equivalence 
relation. First we have to introduce some notation. 
(1.5) Let Q be a fixed algebraic closure of the field of rationals Q. For 
each number field F we use the following notation 
sZ,= Gal(Q/F). 
oF= the ring of integers in F, that is, the maximal order of F. 
0 F, p = the maximal order in the completion of F at p, for each finite 
prime p of F. 
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A,= the ring of all integral finite adeles in F, that is, the direct product 
of OF, , with p running over the finite primes of F. 
Let 2 be the ring of all integral finite adeles, that is, ,?= A, = Up A, 
where we take the union over all number fields F. Let Ad be the group ring 
of A over 2. Let the group R, act on the ring & by the given Galois 
action on A. We will denote this action by the left exponential notation: for 
each w E QK and each r E AA let ‘“r be the image of r under the action by 
w. For each realization (M, 4) of A over K, the isomorphism I$ from 
Gal(M/K) to d gives by inflation a surjective homomorphism from 52, to 
A, which we denote again by 4. This homomorphism is continuous with 
respect to the profinite topology on QK and the discrete topology on d. 
(1.6) DEFINITION. Two tame realizations (M, 4) and (N, Ic/) of d over K 
will be said to be locally unit equivalent if there exists a unit u in the group 
ring AA such that 
$&co) = u - ‘l/b(W) Yl (1.7) 
for all w E Q,. 
(1.8) Remark. It does not make any difference if we add to this defini- 
tion the requirement hat UE AMN A*. To see this, one has to observe that 
for each w E Q,, one has d(o) = 1 and $(o) = 1 and so (1.7) implies that 
u = “‘u and therefore u E A,,,,NA*. 
(1.9) PROPOSITION. Two tame field realizations (M, 4) and (N, II/) of A 
over K have the same ramification if and only if they are locally unit 
equivalent. 
This result suggests that it might be interesting to consider also the 
following equivalence relation on the set of tame realizations of d over K. 
Let Z be the maximal order in 0, that is, Z = UPoF where the union is 
taken over all numbers fields F. 
(1.10) DEFINITION. Two tame realizations (M, 4) and (N, Ic/) of A over 
K will be said to be globally unit equivalent if there exists a unit u in the 
group ring ZA such that 
fj(o) = u-‘l+b(ol) “Ju (1.10)’ 
for all 0 E R,. 
(1.11) Remark. Again it does not make any difference if we add the 
requirement hat u E o,,A*. 
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(1.12) Now the question arises naturally whether there exists a local to 
global principle for “unit equivalence.” This turns out not to be the case: 
we will see that the equivalence relation defined by (1.10) is usually liner 
than the one defined by (1.6). In fact this suits us very well in our quest for 
a line enough invariant of tame realizations of d over K. We are now going 
to give moreover a precise module theoretic interpretation for the obstruc- 
tion to a local to global principle for unit equivalence. To this end we make 
the following definition. Let o = oK. 
(1.13) DEFINITION. Two tame realizations (M, 4) and (N, $) of d over 
K are said to have the same Galois module structure if the maximal orders 
oM and oN are isomorphic as modules over the group ring oA. 
Now we come to the main result. 
(1.14) THEOREM. Two tame realizations of a finite abelian group A over 
a number field K are globally unit equivalent if and only if they are locally 
unit equivalent and have moreover the same Galois module structure, 
In other words, the Galois module structure fills precisely the gap 
between local and global unit equivalence. Comparing Proposition (1.9) 
and Theorem (1.14) one sees that the Galois module structure turns up 
here as a natural companion of the ramification of a tame realization of A 
over K. It is also clear now that a local-global principle for unit equivalence 
does not hold in general: this is a consequence of the experimentally 
observed fact that unramilied abelian extensions do not always have 
normal integral bases. 
The results above strongly motivate the following question. 
(1.15) To what extent are tame realizations of a finite abelian group A 
over a number field K characterized by their ramification and their Galois 
module structure? 
Now we are going to give a technically clean formulation of this ques- 
tion. To begin with, we mention the following immediate consequence of 
Proposition (1.9) and Theorem (1.14). 
(1.16) COROLLARY. Two tame realizations of A over K are globally unit 
equivalent if and only if they have the same ramtfication and the same Galois 
module structure. 
It is apparent from (1.10) that being globally unit quivalent is a 
cohomological condition. Let us be more precise. The includion map i from 
A into zA* is a morphism of QKmodules, where we let Q, act trivially on 
A and by the Galois action on Z. Therefore it induces a map i” of first 
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Galois cohomology groups from H’(Q,, A) to H1(QR,, Zd*). We recall 
that H’(Q,, A) = Hom(Q,, A), the group of continuous homomorphisms 
from 0, to A, as we let Q, act trivially on A. Now it is obvious that one 
can reformulate the definition of global unit equivalence as follows. 
(1.17) Two surjective elements 4, II/ of Hom(Q,, A) are globally unit 
equivalent if and only (f i”(4) = i” ($). 
If we wave for a moment the requirement of surjectivity, the question 
(1.15) can be restated as follows: How small are the libres of i”? As i” is 
a homomorphism, i” (4) = ix ($) is equivalent to i” (& -‘) = 1 and so it 
follows that the core of the problem is the determination of the kernel of 
ix. The elements of this kernel can be interpreted as the realizations of A 
over K which are unramilied and which have a normal integral basis over 
K. Therefore the question is, how rare such realizations are. The inaccuracy 
in this reasoning due to ignoring the surjectivity requirement can be 
removed by considering not only field realizations but also Galois algebra 
realizations of A over K, as we will do later. 
In a future paper we will show that realizations which are unramified 
over K and which have moreover a normal integral basis over K are indeed 
“rare” if K is a totally real number field: the only possible examples are 
composites of quadratic extensions of K. In particular tame realizations of 
a finite abelian group A of odd order over a totally real number field K are 
characterized by their ramification and their Galois module structure. 
In the next two sections we turn to the proofs of the results which have 
been stated in this section. 
2. SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF GALOIS ALGEBRAS 
Tensor products of fields, which already occurred in (l.l), are not 
necessarily fields themselves. Facts such as this one make it desirable to 
consider the concept of Galois algebras. In this section we recall their 
definition and some of their properties. We omit the proofs; basically they 
amount to just putting elementary results from field theory into a 
convenient shape. A K-A-Galois algebra is a commutative semisimple 
K-algebra A together with an action of the group A on it such that A N KA 
as KA-modules. Equivalently, it is a K-algebra A which is a product of 
copies of a Galois extension F of K together with an action of the group 
A on it which permutes the copies transitively and which is such that the 
Iixpoint group of any copy acts on that copy as Galois group over K, that 
is, faithfully and with fixed field precisely K. The field F is called the 
underlying field of the Galois algebra. 
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For each continuous homomorphism from QK = Gal(O/K), as always 
with the profinite topology, to A, with the discrete topology, we associate 
a K-A-Galois algebra as follows: let A, = Map,(A, Q) be the set of maps f 
from A to 0 for which ‘“(f(6)) = f(d) b(o) for all w E Sz, and all 6 E A. 
This is a K-algebra under pointwise operations. The group A acts on A, by 
the rule 
for all y, 6 E A and all f E A,. The fixed field K, = QKer6 is the underlying 
field of A,. The maximal order of A,, that is, the integral closure of Z in 
A,, is a, = Map&A, 2). The map 4 -+ A, is a bijection from Hom(Q,, A), 
the set of all continuous homomorphisms from Q, to A, to the set of K-A- 
Galois algebras (up to isomorphism). The algebra A, is a field precisely if 
4 is surjective; then A, N Kd and Gal(Ko/K) E A. 
(2.1) This bijection has good functorial properties, for example, with 
respect o base field extensions: if CJ~ E Hom(Q2,, A) and if L is a finite exten- 
sion of K, then ~$1~~ corresponds to L OK A, : in fact the L-linear map from 
LO,4 to AA,, defined by x @ f + xf is an isomorphism of L-A-Galois 
algebras. If moreover the extensions L/K and K,/K have relatively prime 
discriminants, then oL 0, a4 is the maximal order in L OK A,. 
From these properties of Galois algebras, by transport of structure from 
Map(A, 0) to OA via the map which sends each f to Ca f(h) 6-l where 6 
runs over A, one can easily derive the following proposition which gives a 
list of some facts that will be needed in the next section. Let 
d~Horn(Q~, A) be surjective. Let the map i, from o4 to ZA be defined by 
is(x) = c ~‘xqzqo) ’ (“the Lagrange resolvend of x with respect o 4”) 
w 
(2.2) 
where w runs over a complete set of representatives of the quotient group 
Q,/Ker 4 in Q,. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. The map i, has the following properties 
0) i, is injective 
(ii) i, is oA-linear, where we let A act on 0) by the Galois action 
which is given by 4, and we let A act on ZA by multiplication in the ring ZA. 
(iii) i,(o,)= {rEZAIWr=rgi(w),for all OCQ,}. 
(iv) Let L be a finite field ex ension t of K such that L/K and K,/K 
have relatively prime discriminants. Then the map i, extends by o,-linearity 
to an isomorphism of o,A-modules from oL 0, o,, to {r E .??A I’+ = t-d(w) for 
all o E 52,). We will denote this isomorphism again by i,. 
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(2.4) Remark. If L/K is unramified, then for any surjective continuous 
homomorphism Q from 52, to A the extensions L/K and Kg/K have 
relatively prime discriminants; so (2.3)(’ ) IV is applicable. It is precisely in 
this situation that (2.3)(iv)‘will be used. 
3. PROOF OF THE RESULTS STATED IN SECTION 1 
To begin with, we give still another, equivalent description of the 
equivalence relation defined in (1.1). For each finite prime p of K we 
choose a prime q of 0 above p and we let I, be the inertia group of Cp 
in Q,. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let d, II/ be surjective continuous homomorphisms from 52, 
to A, then the corresponding realizations of A over K have the same 
ramtj%ation if and only if b[,, = $ I t, for all finite primes p of K. 
(3.2) Proof That This Definition Is Equivalent to the Old One (1.1). Let 
L be a finite field extension of K. Then the L-A-Galois algebras L OK A, 
and L OK A, are isomorphic if and only if their corresponding elements in 
Hom(Q,, A) are equal, that is, by (2.1), din,= @In,. To finish the proof it 
suffices to use the fact that L/K is unramitied if and only if Q, contains I, 
for all finite primes p of K. 
(3.3) Remark. This verification also settles the unproven statements 
(1.2) and (1.3). 
Now we are ready to prove the main results of Section 1 which are (1.9), 
(1.14), and (1.16). Here, for the proofs, it is convenient to change their 
order. We will begin by proving (1.16). After that, (1.9) and (1.14) will be 
seen to follow easily. 
(3.4) Proof of (1.16). Let 4 and II/ be surjective continuous tame 
homomorphisms from Q, to A. We have to prove two implications: 
(i) Assume that C$ and $ are globally unit equivalent. Let u E ZA* be 
such that (1.10)’ holds. For each finite prime p of K and each OEZ, one 
has % E u mod ‘p by the defining property of inertia groups, and so, by 
(1.10)’ b(o) 3 $(o) mod ‘p. Therefore, as the natural map from A to the 
group ring (Z/‘@)A is injective, b(o) = $(w). By (3.1) this proves that 4 and 
$ have the same ramification. 
To prove that $ and $ have moreover the same Galois module structure, 
it suffices to verify the following fact. 
(3.5) Multiplication in the ring ZA by u sends the oA-submodule i,(o,) 
isomorphically onto the oA-submodule i,(o,). 
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Verification of (3.5). In the first place, multiplication by u in ZA is clearly 
an oA-linear map. Let TE i,(o,); then, for each WEQ,, one has 
‘Or = r $(a~), so ‘“(ru) = r $(w) “‘u, this is, by (l.lO)‘, equal to YUC$(O); this 
proves YU E i,(o,). In the same way one proves the following implication: if 
s E i,(o,) then su ~’ E iti( This finishes the verification of (3.5). 
Now we have proved that if 4, $ are globally unit equivalent, then they 
have the same ramification and the same Galois module structure. 
(ii) Assume now, conversely, that 4 and $ have the same ramitica- 
tion and the same Galois module structure. As 4 and $ are assumed to 
have the same ramification, din, = $jn,, where L is the maximal 
unramified extension of K inside K,K,. Then, by Proposition (2.3)(iv) and 
Remark (2.4) the following equalities follow: 
id(o,@,ob)= {rE~‘(‘“r=r~(0)forallo~52~} (3.6) 
and 
zJo,@,o~)= {&?A) 9 = r I/(O) for all 0 E 52,). (3.7) 
As 4InL= 11/l,,> it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that i&o,@, 0,) and 
iti(o,@, Ok) are equal o,A-submodules of ZA. We will denote this module 
by X. Now by tameness of 4, and Noether’s normal integral basis theorem 
and by X=oLLd oLOo 06, we conclude that X is a locally free rank one 
o,A-module. Therefore every automorphism of the o,A-module X is given 
by multiplication by a unique unit in the ring o,A. Now, by the assump- 
tion that 4 and $ have the same Galois module structure, we can choose 
an oA-isomorphism p from o* to Ok. We extend p by O.-linearity to an 
o.A-isomorphism from o,@, o,,, to oLOo o+ and we transport this via the 
maps i, and i, to an o,A-isomorphism from i,Jo,@, oti) to i&o,@, os), 
that is, to an automorphism of the o,A-module X. By the discussion above, 
this automorphism is given by multiplication by a unique unit by in the 
ring o,A. Now, to finish the proof, we are going to verify that this unit has 
the property (1.10)‘. We consider the following commutative diagram of 
oA-linear maps 
Let rEo$, then iti UE i,(o,), so for all CI.IEQ~ one has, by (2.3)(iii), 
“(i+(r)u) = iti u&o). 
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On the other hand one has 
Therefore 
“(&Jr) 24) = iti Ii/(w) wz4. 
i@(r) uqS(w) = ii(r). t+h(w) ‘Ou 
and so 
iti = i+(r) Ii/(o) “uq5(w)~’ u- ‘. 
As this holds for all r E oti and as i,(o+) spans the o,d-module X, we get, 
using Auto,,(X) = o,d*, that 
l)(u) ‘“uqqw) -’ u- ’ = 1, 
that is, (1.10)’ holds, as required. This finishes the proof of (ii) and so of 
the theorem. 1 
(3.8) Generalizations and Remaining Proofs. It is often convenient to 
consider also non-surjective continuous homomorphisms from Q, to d. As 
we have seen in Section 2 they correspond to K-d-Galois algebras. We view 
these as realizations of A over K not by fields but by Galois algebras. It is 
routine to extend the statement of (1.16) and its proof accordingly. A 
further obvious generalization is that the pair (0, L) can be replaced by an 
arbitrary Dedekind ring together with its field of fractions. We omit the 
details. We will now use this last extended version of (1.16) to derive the 
two results from Section 1 which we have left to prove: 
Proof of (1.9). Apply the “extended” version of (1.16) to the case where 
K is an arbitrary p-adic field and o its maximal order. Then (1.9) is an 
obvious formal consequence. 
Proof of (1.14). This is an immediate consequence of (1.9) and (1.16). 
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